Mahadevan and Haldar has developed reliability analysis method which is presented in their book : Reliability Assessment Using Stochastic Finite Element Analysis (2000) . They use Stochastic Finite Element Method, as an input to explicit performance function required by FORM (First Order Reliability Method) and SORM (Second Order Reliability Method). This method is claimed to have been verified using Direct Monte Carlo simulation and the results are satisfactory. This paper presents a comparison of Haldar and Mahadevan's Method and Wisudawan Method which is based on Direct Monte Carlo Simulation and Finite Element Method. The comparison shows that there is a large different result. However Direct Monte Carlo Simulation is most accurate method, while FORM and SORM has been criticized by previous researcher because of the less accurate result in some cases. This paper recommends for Haldar and Mahadevan also other researchers to increase the accuracy of the method.
Introduction
Mahadevan and Haldar 1 have been developed a new reliability analysis method. By using the Stochastic Finite Element Method, as an input of explicit performance function required by FORM and SORM methods. This method is claimed to have been verified using Direct Monte Carlo simulation and they said that the results are satisfactory. But, Koduru and Haukaas 2 show that FORM can only be used accurately in the 2 conditions that (1) the results of function of the finite element limit state equation must be continuous or (2) the limit state function must be linear or nearly linear. If these conditions are not met, then the results will not converge or longer to converge, the resulting probability of failure is not accurate and convergence will begin at false design point.
by using Monte Carlo Simulation. This method is the most robust and powerful reliability method. Using computer simulation, it will represents directly laboratory experiments 3 . This is also done by Haldar and Mahadevan to investigate the accuracy of their method. However for a rather complex structure, the common Monte Carlo Simulation is not able to model it precisely. Wisudawan 4 developed Monte Carlo Finite Element Method which accommodate this problem. Using this method, we can investigate the reliability of complex structure. This paper will check the accuracy of the calculations performed by Haldar and Mahadevan, using MCFEM method. The explicit performance function is the fundamental requirement to provide reliability evaluation using the common method. However, for a complex structure, it is difficult to express an explicit limit state function. Haldar and Mahadevan, overcome this problem using a combination of Finite Element Method and common reliability analysis method. FORM (one of the common the reliability method) requires explicit performance function G(Y) and it's gradient in the each of standard normal place, Y, to search minimum point in the limit state. This requirement were met by using stochastic finite element method. In the displacement method of finite element analysis, the steps leading up to the computation of G(Y) and are as follows:
Nomenclature
Computation of G(Y) 1. Using the parameters of the structure, assemble the goal stiffness matrix K and the global nodal load vector F. 2. Solve for the displacements, U, using the finite element equation
Compute the vector of desired response quantities S (e.g., stress) from the computed displacements using a transformation of the form
4. Where Q t is a transformation matrix relating U and S, and So is the response vector for U = 0. 5. Compute the performance function
6. where R is the vector of resistance variables, S is the vector of response quantities occurring in the performance function, and X is the vector of the original random variables. 7. Transform the original random variables X to equivalent uncorrelated reduced normal variables Y. This transformation using equation as follows :
Where is the equivalent normal means, and is the equivalent normal standard deviations. In the Y space, the performance function is denoted as G(Y). However, the numerical value of the performance function is the same, whether in the X space or in the Y space. We apply chain rule of differentiation to the above equation. The gradient vector is obtained as :
Computation
Where (R,S), (R,S) and (R,S) are the gradient vectors of the performance function with respect to X, R and S respectively, and = and = .
( and are also referred to as the Jacobian matrices of the transformation R = R(X) and S = S(X) respectively). The (i, j) elements of and are given by δRi/ δXj and δSi/ δXj, respectively. The computation of (R,S), (R,S) and can be easily carried out either numerically or by simple differentiation, since the performance function g(R,S) is expressed in terms of the R and S variables and the R variables are easily related to some of the basic X variables. The computation of Js =δS/ δX is done using equation 2 and the next step is combine with equation 1. And the result is :
Note that as the quantities F, K, etc. are computed, their partial derivatives with respect to the basic variables, such as δF/ δXj and δK/ δXj are also computed in parallel. Therefore, all the quantities required for the computation of the derivatives of the response are available and the computation of Js = δS/ δX is complete. Thus, the computation of is accomplished in two steps :
Step 1 computation of δS/ δX using equation 7
Step 2 computation of using equation 6 With the procedure formulated above, the values of G(Y) and are computed in each of FORM.
The robustness of Direct Monte Carlo Simulation is a good opportunity for reliability analysis. While, Finite Element Method is also the best numerical analysis for complex structures. The combination of these methods, will produce a robust, accurate and powerful structural reliability analysis method. So far, these combination is avoided by many experts because of the large amount of simulations and it's big effort. Wisudawan et.al.(2013) , take this risks by proposing MCFEM algorithm which convert to MCFEM software based on open source software : Scilab 5.4.0. Scilab 5.4.0 is a free and open source software for numerical computation that provides a powerful computing environment for engineering and scientific applications.
The combination of the two method is expressed in MCFEM Algorithm for plane frame structure. Figure 1 show the MCFEM algorithm. These MCFEM algorithm is then converted to Scilab Software for Plane Frame Structure case. By using this strategy we get a robust, efficient and accurate structural reliability analysis method. 
Comparison Strategy
Haldar & Mahadevan calculate the reliability using their method in their book entitled "Reliability Assessment Using Stochastic Finite Element Analysis". Here, we will re-validate Haldar & Mahadevan's method by using their example. Table 1 describes random variables of the structure properties. An implicit performance function for this structure is using pure bending limit state. It is expressed as :
Where M is applied bending moment and Mu is flexural strength of the beam. Node 2 is the critical point of moment, so the performance function in term of moment will be held in this node. Table 2 shows the results of the reliability analysis. The checking point values of the random variables, the value of the performance function, and the reliability index are shown for the first and the last iterations only. The SFEM-based algorithm converges to a value of β = 4.078 in six iterations. The corresponding probability of failure is 0.88 x 10 -6 .
Rigid Steel Portal Frame Using Lateral Deflection Limit State
Using the same structure in Figure 1 , Haldar & Mahadevan calculate this structure reliability using lateral deflection limit state. This is the simplest limit state from the point of view of SFEM-based reliability analysis. The implicit performance criterion is written as (Haldar & Mahadevan, 2000) :
The limit state of the horizontal displacement at node 2 is not exceeding 0.36 inchi (height/400). The result of reliability analysis are shown in Table 3 . The SFEM-based algorithm converges to a value of β = 1.187 in just three iterations. The corresponding probability of failure is 0.117.
Rigid Steel Portal Frame Using Vertical Deflection Limit State
The deflection of a floor beam under live load is one of the important criteria checked in practical design. For this limit state, vertical deflection of rigid steel portal frame is calculated without load W and D (Figure 3 ).
In this case, the implicit performance function is (Haldar & Mahadevan, 2000) :
Where denotes the vertical deflection at the midspan of the beam member, and denotes the allowable deflection. The for rigid steel portal frame (Figure 3 ) is in the midsapn of member 2. The reliability results are shown in Table 4 . The algorithm converges to a value of β=8.271 in eight iterations. The corresponding probability of failure is pf ≈ 0. The structure is obviously very safe in this limit state.
Calculation Results
From the data above, we will re-check the accuracy of Haldar & Mahadevan's Method using Monte Carlo Finite Element Method (MCFEM). Rigid Steel Portal Frame Using Pure Bending of a Beam Limit State Rigid steel portal frame (Fig. 2) have distributed load. To calculate the response using direct stiffness finite element method, we should transform distributed load to equivalent nodal load (Fig. 4) .
Using the equivalent nodal load, we perform MCFEM method to calculate structure reliability analysis in Scilab 5. 4 .0. Table 5 shows the results of probability of failure calculation using MCFEM. Simulation stop in 250,000 times of experiment with Probability of Failure 1,628 x 10 -3 . Fig. 6 shows the comparison between the two methods. The differences is too large. Rigid Steel Portal Frame Using Lateral Deflection Limit State Simulation based MCFEM algorithm is done for lateral deflection limit state. We use equivalent nodal load of rigid steel frame portal (Figure 4) . The result of analysis is shown in Table 6 . The simulation stop in 250,000 number of experiments. Probability of failure is 6,838 x 10 -2 . Fig. 7 shows the comparison between two methods. Rigid Steel Portal Frame Using Vertical Deflection Limit State MCFEM algorithm also held for vertical deflection limit state to check the accuracy of Table 4 . To calculate the response using direct stiffness finite element method, we use finite element model which is showed in Fig. 7 .
The result of simulation is shown in Table 7 . The simulation stop in 250,000 number of experiments. Probability of failure is 3.9 x 10 -1 . Fig. 8 shows the comparison between the two methods. All structure reliability calculation above are summarized in Table 8 below. Table 8 shows the different result. To ensure us about MCFEM result, we will calculate the each of structure using mean value of each random variables. Table 9 shows the mean value of each variable with an adjusted units. Calculation using mean value of each random variable has been done and the result is shown in Table 10 . From Table 10 , we obtain the clear evident in vertical deflection limit state. Haldar & Mahadevan stated that the probability of failure is almost zero. But from Table 9 , we know that most probable vertical deflection is almost over the failure criteria. It means that if live load (L) increase barely, the structure will fail. So we believe in the MCFEM result.
Conclusion
Haldar and Mahadevan Reliability Method has been checked by MCFEM Method. The result show that Haldar and Mahadevan Reliability Method is poor in accuracy. Although they claimed have check their method using Monte Carlo Simulation, but we get a different result in this paper. This differences of the result between Haldar & Mahadevan Method and MCFEM method may be caused by not enough of number of experiments in Monte Carlo Simulation when Haldar & Mahadevan check their method. We know from Direct Monte Carlo Simulation above that 10,000 times of simulation is less convergence result. Haldar & Mahadevan should check their proposed method more large of experiment using Direct Monte Carlo Simulation.
